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1. Introduction 
Over the last 30 years, Uganda’s planning frameworks have focused on short to 
medium term horizons. However, experience shows that long term planning is a key 
factor in propelling socioeconomic development and equitable distribution of wealth in 
many countries all over the world. In this regard, the government in 2007 approved the 
Comprehensive National Development Planning Framework (CNDPF) which provides 
for the development of a 30 year Vision to be implemented through: three 10-year plans; 
six 5-year National Development Plans (NDPs); Sector Investment Plans (SIPs); Local 
Government Development Plans (LGDPs), Annual work plans and Budgets. 
Consequently, Cabinet approved the National Vision Statement, “A Transformed 
Ugandan Society from a Peasant to a Modern and Prosperous Country within 30 
years”.  

The Uganda Vision 2040 articulates clear strategies and policy directions to transform 
the country into a competitive upper middle income country with per capita income of 
USD 9,500. This requires average real GDP to grow at the rate of 8.2 per cent per 
annum translating into total GDP of about USD 580.5bn from USD17bn in 2010. 
Therefore Uganda Vision 2040 is conceptualized around strengthening the 
fundamentals of the economy to harness the abundant opportunities around the 
country. The opportunities include; oil and gas, tour-ism, minerals, ICT business, 
abundant labour force, geographical location and trade, water resources, 
industrialization, and agriculture.  On the other hand, the fundamentals include: 
infrastructure for (energy, transport, water, oil and gas. The implementation of Vision 
2040 will depend on the actions and measures that we undertake as Government, 
private sector, civil society and as individuals through short and medium-term National 
Development Plans. 
 
However citizen’s input the sequence National Development Plans leading to the vision 
is appealing. To effectively achieve this, questions on whether the common people 
know what the vision is and what it entitles, how citizens themselves can work towards 
transforming their society from a peasant to a modern and prosperous country and how 
the government can help the citizens achieve their obligations are not answered. All 
these are in regard to the different development sectors like agriculture, tourism, 
transport and communication and environmental management as a cross cutting issue. 
 
 Against this background, Uganda National  NGO Forum in conjunction with UNDP the 
Mukono district NGO Forum and support from Uganda national planning authority 
conducted the Uganda Vision 2040 Survey in Mukono district targeting 8 sub counties 
and 1Central urban local goverbnment all comprising of 20 villages. The surveyed sub 
counties and villages included: Kyampisi (Bulijjo and Kyabakadde villages), Mpunge 
(Lulagwe and Kamwanyi villages), Nakisunga (Nakisunga LC1B and Makata LC1B), 
Nama (Lukalu-Kimbuguma and Takajunge), Central Division (Kitete, Upper Nabuti, 



Kigunga, and Gwafu villagea), Kasawo (Kasawo town and Kitale B), Kimenyedde 
(Nabukuku), Nagojje (Bubiro and Kasozi) and Seeta-Namaganga (Katuso).  
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2. Methodology  
The survey employed administering questionnaires which was conducted by two district 
based assistant researchers and two National researchers. Each of the four researchers 
administered questionnaires in five villages targeting 15 households per village. The 
selection of the households for the survey in each village was   guided by a skip interval 
number provided by Uganda National NGO Forum basing on UBOS household 
Surveys. 

 
3. Challenges  

 The questionnaire was bulky and time consuming as each interview took 40 to 45 
minutes. 

 Most of the questions asked where challenging to the interviewees e.g. what do 
you think you as an individual can do to promote in your area? 

 Most people never wanted to hear anything from government saying government 
had not done anything for them. 

 In the first two days of the exercise researchers were confused with the people 
carrying out the census which made the exercise slow down as more explanation 
was required. 

  The transport fees given to researchers was not enough especially for the far 
areas also considering the fact that the questionnaire was bulky and required one 
to go to the area for at least two days, using boda-boda means. 

 It was very difficult to obtain information on road transport especially from the 
people living on Mukono-Katosi road as a result of the scandals on its upgrading    

 Limited time was allocated for the exercise. 
 
4. Conclusions  
All in all the exercise was a success despite the highlighted challenges as most of the 
objectives of the survey were achieved. People are willing to implement government 
programmes but according to some people, government is not playing much of its role. 
 
5. Recommendations 
1. Sensitization of people on the vision 2040 should be put on the agenda of 
implementing the vision as many people have never hade of it as well as what it entails. 
2. In order to obtain quality information from the people being interviewed the questions 
should be simple and easy for the interviewees.  



Regular community empowerment programmes ought to be emphasized targeting the 
community people who are resigned to government programme 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



COUNTY SUB COUNTY PARISH VILLAGE E.A RESEARCHER  

MUKONO KOOME BUGOLOMBE BUGOLOMBE  BUGOLOMBE  

MUKONO KYAMPISI BULIJJO KASOZI- 
KANIKWA 

KASOZI- 
KANIKWA ‘A’ 

PHIONA 

MUKONO KYAMPISI KYABAKADDE KYAMPISI  KYAMPISI PHIONA 

MUKONO MPUNGE LULAGWE LULAGWE  LULAGWE  
LC1 ‘A’ 

BAKER 

MUKONO NAKISUNGA KYABALOGO NAKISUNGA  NAKISUNGA  
LC1 ‘B’ 

BAKER 

MUKONO NAKISUNGA SEETA- 
NAZIGO 

MAKATA  MAKATA  LCI 
‘B’ 

BAKER 

MUKONO NAMA KATOOGO LUKALU-
KIMBUGUMA 

LUKALU-
KIMBUGUMA 

PHIONA 

MUKONO NAMA NAMUBIRU TAKAJJUNGE TAKAJUNGE 
‘E’ 

PHIONA 

MUKONO NTENJERU NTANZI KAMWANYI KAMWANYI BAKER 

MUKONO 
MUNICIPALITY 

CENTRAL  
DIVISION  

GGULU 
WARD 

KITETE KITETE ‘E’ COTILDA 

MUKONO 
MUNICIPALITY 

CENTRAL  
DIVISION 

NSUUBE 
KAUGA 
WARD 

UPPER 
NABUTI  

UPPER 
NABUTI ‘B’ 

COTILDA 

MUKONO 
MUNICIPALITY 

GOMA 
DIVISION  

MISINDYE 
WARD 

NAMYOYA NAMYOYA ‘E’ COTILDA 

MUKONO 
MUNICIPALITY 

GOMA 
DIVISION 

NYENJE 
WARD 

KIGUNGA KIGUNGA’A’ COTILDA 

MUKONO 
MUNICIPALITY 

GOMA 
DIVISION 

SEETA WARD GWAFU GWAFU ‘A’ PHIONA 

NAKIFUMA KASAWO KITOVU KASAWO 
TOWN 

KASAWO 
TOWN ‘B’ 

SAIDA 

NAKIFUMA KIMENYEDDE KIWAFU NABUKUKU NABUKUKU PHIONA 

NAKIFUMA NABBAALE  MAKUKUBA MAKUKUBA  MAKUKUBA PHIONA 



3. ALLOCATION OF RESEARCHERS AND ENUMERATORS FOR THE VISION 2040  
SURVEY IN MUKONO DISTRICT. 
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‘B’ 

NAKIFUMA NAGOJJE KYAJJA BUBIRO  BUBIRO ‘A’ SAIDA 

NAKIFUMA NAGOJJE WAGALA KASOZI KASOZI SAIDA 

NAKIFUMA SEETA- 
NAMUGANGA 

KITALE KATUSO KATUSO SAIDA  

NAKIFUMA SEETA-
NAMUGANGA 

KITALE KITALE KITALE ‘B’ BAKER   
XXXXX 


